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Ep. #11729



Holden doesnt find anyone outside, but they hear the sound of a motorcycle leaving the house. Lily has something to tell Holden, but they are interrupted when Emma calls, concerned by the motorcyclist. They rush over to the Snyder farm, where the biker returns and Holden recognizes him as his son, Aaron. Holden is concerned that Aaron ran away from Caleb and Julie. Holden tells Lily that their lives are too busy right now to allow Aaron to stay with them. Holden tells Aaron that he has to return to Seattle, but Aaron refuses. Isaac, still debating whether or not to pursue Bonnie, gets caught up in Katies scheme to spy on Simon. Katie fills Isaac in on what has happened and admits that she suspects that Simon may have been involved in Dahlias disappearance. They devise a test to see if Simon is guilty. Simon fails the test when he suggests to Katie that they shouldnt take Dahlias keys to the police. At Craigs suite, Lucinda shoves Craig and James into hiding and opens the door to Jack. Lucinda claims to be snooping around Craigs apartment and Jack informs her about James escape. Jack leaves and Craig and James convince her to lend them her plane to fly to Europe. Meanwhile, Margo gives Rose an update on the new developments in the Stenbeck case. Rose confronts Brandy for her role in James escape. Rose wants to help, but Jack thinks it is too dangerous for Rose to involve herself. Rose ignores Jacks warnings and calls Matthew to book Lucindas jet to take her away. Rose boards Lucindas jet and is shocked to find James already on board. 

Quest roles:
Benjamin Mathes, Soterios Vainalis, Megan Goldkamp


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 April 2002, 14:00
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